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Elizabeth Colomba is a figurative painter who adapts the technical
approach andthemes (including the feminine sacred, mythology,
history, and allegory) of traditional Western portraiture in order to
interrupt stereotypical representation of the black body. By mixing
classical painting with inherently black signifiers, including references
t her own Caribbean heritage, she has developed a visual language to
reconfigure he canon to include black subjectivity and its attendant
narratives.
Elizabeth was born in France, descended from parents from
Martinique. She received a degree in applied art from the Estienne
School of Art, Paris, and also studied at the École nationale
supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris. Colomba’s paintings have been
exhibited at the California African American Museum, Los Angeles;
the Balthus Grand Chalet, Switzerland; the International Biennial of
Contemporary Art (BIAC), Martinique; Volta, New York; the
Fondazione Biagiotti Progetto Arte, Florence, and the inaugural
triennial at Columbia University’s Wallach Gallery. Her work is
included in the perma-nent collections of The Studio Museum in
Harlem and Princeton University.
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PORTRAIT
Painter Elizabeth Colomba Is
MODE Giving Art’s Hidden Figures
Their Close-Up
by DODIE KAZANJIAN

Photo: Elizabeth Colomba., Shekere Girl, 2012. Watercolor on paper, 11½ˮ x 8½ˮ. Courtesy of the artist.

Colomba’s Shekere Girl, 2012, shows her intricate, traditional technique with a vivid, contemporary spin.
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A rainy morning in Paris in 1863. On
the wet cobblestone street, a
handsome black woman in a colorful
head wrap, carrying an umbrella, is
looking straight out from the canvas.
I’m in the studio of Elizabeth
Colomba, a French-born, New York–
based artist, and this is the painting
she’s just finished. Slightly behind
the central figure, a horse-drawn
coach carries a well-dressed white
man, holding a bouquet of flowers.
To her left, a pink-gowned young
woman and her tiny dog are about to
enter a building, and in the
background, a nanny and two little
girls are heading for a park. The
black woman’s name is Laure, and
she is on her way to the studio of
Édouard Manet, who is using her as
the model for the maid in Olympia,
the landmark painting that shocked
Paris and announced the arrival of
Modern Art.
Colomba’s painting could have been
done in the 1860s. She’s a new kind
of history painter, an attractive, shy,
yet highly ambitious artist in her 40s,
telling stories about black women—
usually real but sometimes imagined

—who lived in earlier eras. Her
career to date has been largely
under the radar, but, like Manet’s
Laure, she’s on the verge of being
discovered. With our increasing
interest in racial identity, her current
focus on redefining the role of black
figures in Western painting history is
catching the art world’s attention. As
the maid in Manet’s Olympia, Laure
is presenting a large bouquet of
flowers sent by a client of the naked
courtesan who lies on a flotilla of
white cushions. (These are the
flowers we see in the horse-drawn
coach.) A great deal is known about
the courtesan: She is Victorine
Meurent, a favorite model for Manet
and Degas, and an artist herself.
(She’s the subject of Manet’s Young
Lady in 1866 and the nude in his Le
Déjeuner sur l’herbe.) Dissertations
and novels have been written about
Victorine, but until now, her black
counterpart in Olympia—which is
actually a double portrait—was
anonymous.
“I do paintings that are based on real
characters, people who are known
because they are in famous

paintings,” Elizabeth tells me in her
French-accented English. By
“known,” she means recognizable
but without names or identities. “I
take them out of that context and
give them a full scene. During the
time when Manet was painting
Olympia, I imagined, Laure must
have walked to Manet’s studio, so
that’s why you see her in the street
with an umbrella and the beautiful
gates of the Parc Monceau behind
her. I give her center stage and a
lightness of being that I’m not sure
she had at the time.” Slavery had
finally been abolished in the French
Empire in 1848, and black women
w e r e j u s t s t a r t i n g t o fi n d
independence in a few areas—as
nannies, servants, and artists’
models.
“The woman in the pink dress is
Cora Pearl,” Elizabeth continues,
“who became the most famous
courtesan in Paris. She would dye
her pug’s fur the color of her outfit.”
Elizabeth’s painting Laure (Portrait
of a Negresse) will appear in a

Elizabeth’s painting Laure (Portrait
of a Negresse) will appear in a
groundbreaking show, “Posing
Modernity: The Black Model from
Manet and Matisse to Today,” that
opens this month at Columbia
University’s Wallach Art Gallery and
travels next spring to Paris’s Musée
d’Orsay. Curator Denise Murrell has
been researching the subject for the
past six years, turning up material
about Laure, including her first name
(but not her last) and where she
lived. Manet, whose description of
her in his notebooks is “très belle
négresse,” used her in two other
paintings, one a solo portrait. “My
question always was ‘What can be
said about Laure; what can we
surmise about her life?’ ” Murrell
says when I reach her by phone.
“And that’s what I find so compelling
about Elizabeth’s work—it’s exactly
what she tries to do. In a very vivid
way, she’s trying to imagine the lived
reality of the models who posed for
Manet and Marie-Guillemine
Benoist. I found that a new turn,
different from the work of other
contemporary artists engaging
with historical works of art.”
Colomba’s studio is on the fifth
floor of a midtown Manhattan
building. When I first visited her
there last December, she was
working at her easel on Spring,
the last painting in her Four
Seasons series. Six feet high
Laure (Portrait of a Negresse), 2018,
takes as its subject the maid in
Manet’s Olympia.
Photo: Elizabeth Colomba. Laure (Portrait of a
Negresse), 2018. Oil on canvas, 40ˮ x 40ˮ.
Courtesy of the artist.

Colomba with Winter, one of her Four
Seasons series, modeled on her late
mother.
Fashion Editor: Phyllis Posnick. Makeup:
Stéphane Marais. Produced by Patrick Van
Maanen for Moxie Productions. Photographed by
Anton Corbijn, Vogue, October 2018 /
Painting: Elizabeth Colomba. Winter, 2017. Oil on
canvas, 72ˮ x 36ˮ. Courtesy of the artist.

grisaille, because this is the
underpainting, in the old-master
technique, that Elizabeth
learned at art school. The color
comes later.

Colomba’s studio is on the fifth floor
of a midtown Manhattan building.
When I first visited her
there last December, she was
working at her easel on Spring, the
last painting in her Four Seasons
series. Six feet high by three feet
wide, each one personifies a season
i n t h e f u l l - l e n g t h fi g u r e o f a
sumptuously dressed black woman
—in Spring, it’s a twelve-year-old girl
named Léa, the daughter of
Elizabeth’s older sister, Myriam. The
style is realistic and highly
traditional.
Because of her mastery of historical
techniques and the extreme beauty
of her work, some people might miss
the message at the heart of it: Black
lives do matter, and always have.
Léa, barefoot and dressed in a long
dress, reaches up with one hand to
pick a cluster of roses, her profile
silhouetted against turbulent white
clouds. The tonality is gray, or
grisaille, because this is the

The other three Seasons are
against the wall in a small and
stylishly furnished sitting area.
Elizabeth’s mother, Lucianne, who
died earlier this year, is Winter; a
curator friend, Kalia Brooks Nelson,
Ph.D., is Fall; Summer is a young
woman whom Elizabeth stopped on
the street to ask if she could
photograph her. All four subjects are
dressed in the elaborate clothes of
the French Belle Époque, a time
when this kind of formal luxury would
not have been available to most
women of color.
Elizabeth’s parents were born in
Martinique. In 1971, seeking more
and better opportunities, they moved
with their infant daughter Myriam to
Èpinay-sur-Seine, just outside Paris.
Elizabeth was born five years later.
Precocious and artistically gifted,
she announced at the age of six,
“I’m going to be Picasso!” For 30
years her parents ran their own
restaurant, which specialized in
Caribbean cuisine. They encouraged
her by decorating the restaurant with

second home. It was there, as a
teenager, that she came
upon The Image of the Black in
Western Art, two volumes that had
been conceived and funded by the
French-American collectors and art
patrons John and Dominique de
Menil. “They were two beautiful
books, with representations of black
people in classical paintings and
sculptures,” she says. “I was so
surprised, and I thought, If it made
me happy to see people who looked
like me in these settings, maybe it
would make other people happy as
well. That’s when I knew that this
was the right path for me to explore.”

The Library, 2005Photo: Elizabeth Colomba. The Library, 2005. Oil on canvas, 36ˮ X 36ˮ. Courtesy of the artist.

her watercolors. Elizabeth’s mother
had taught her how to read when
she was five, and reading was
hugely important in her growing up.
“Every night I took a book to bed and
read by flashlight,” she says. Her
love of storytelling carries over into
the paintings she does today. She
dates the origin of thinking she could
be an artist to a Father’s Day project
at her elementary school when she
was eight. “The teacher said, ‘We’re
each going to copy a painting as a

gift for your father.’ She brought out
a book on Impressionist artists. I
saw a van Gogh portrait of a man in
yellow, and I was sure I could do
that—very arrogant! So I did it. It
came kind of easily to me.” At the
exhibition, her painting was the
focus of considerable adult
amazement, and her father proudly
announced, “My child is a genius.
It’s official.”
The neighborhood library was her

The first painting she did after that
was a portrait of her greatgrandmother, whom she had known
as a child on family visits to
Martinique. It was just the face, with
a traditional, colorful Martiniquaise
headdress. Next came Seated, a
painting of a black woman in profile,
positioned exactly the same way as
Whistler’s Mother. “I needed to
represent black people in that
classical style, as if they were part of
that history, with the same social
background and social equality.”
She was on her way.
Elizabeth’s thorough grounding in
traditional art techniques took place
at the Estienne School in
Paris, followed by a year at the
École des Beaux-Arts and by
countless hours at the Louvre,
studying works by Delacroix,
Géricault, Ingres, and the Dutch
masters—especially Vermeer. After
art school, she supported herself

with odd jobs at advertising
agencies, and had a studio in her
parents’ home. She and a school
friend went to Los Angeles in 1998,
mainly to learn English. Her friend’s
mother was a film director who had
worked with the young Leonardo
DiCaprio.
in Total Eclipse, a biopic about the
violent relationship between Paul
Verlaine and Arthur Rimbaud.
Through that connection, Elizabeth
met people in the film world, and this
led her to jobs doing storyboards
and illustrations for film scripts.
She eventually stayed eight years,
living in a one-bedroom West
Hollywood apartment big enough for
her to carve out studio space. She
painted every day and paid the rent
with her illustrative work for movies,
including Andrew Dominik’s The
Assassination of Jesse James by
the Coward Robert Ford, and A
Single Man, directed by Tom Ford.
There were few connections
between the art and film worlds then,
and her paintings seemed very far
from what was going on in the Los
Angeles galleries. “I was having
dinner with somebody at the
Chateau Marmont,” Elizabeth
remembers. “She asked what I did. I
said, ‘I’m a painter.’ And she said,
‘What are you doing in L.A., then?’
That single sentence was a
revelation—and a turning point.”
Elizabeth realized that she needed
to be in New York. In 2007, she
began spending more and more time
there.
A stranger in the city, she called on

her Parisian friends for introductions.
One, Harumi Klossowska de Rola,
the daughter of the artist Balthus
(they had met through the actress
Julie Delpy—another close friend),
suggested she look up the French
eyewear designer Selima Salaun.
Elizabeth stayed briefly with Selima
in her SoHo loft, then rented an
apartment in Harlem. “I liked the
idea of Harlem,” she says, “because
Harlem is a Dutch name, right? And
my painting is so much influenced by
the Dutch masters.” She continued
her movie work, which paid the bills,
and kept her apartment in L.A. “I like
to be cautious,” she says, “so I have
a backup to a backup to a backup.”
I n 2 0 1 1 , s h e fi n a l l y m o v e d
permanently to New York.
The person who brought her into the
New York art world was Deborah
Willis, Ph.D., the powerhouse
African American artist, curator,
MacArthur Fellow, chair of the
department of Photography &
Imaging at NYU’s Tisch School of
the Arts, and mother of the muchadmired conceptual artist Hank
Willis Thomas. “I had seen a
painting by her in a group show, of a
woman dressed in red,” Willis
recalls, “and I immediately said, I
want to meet her.” (The group show
was at MoCADA—Museum of
Contemporary African Diasporan
Arts—in Brooklyn. It was the first
time Elizabeth’s work was shown in
New York.) They met in 2010. Willis
introduced her to her son, Hank, and
to her niece, the curator Kalia
Brooks Nelson. Kalia later
introduced her to Monique Long,

then an aspiring curator, who later
became a curatorial fellow at the
Studio Museum in Harlem. Long
organized a solo show of her
paintings and drawings at a local
gallery in 2016. The New Yorker
described them as “opulent portraits
of black women [that] redress the
erasures of women of color in
nineteenth-century art history . . .
lush, ardent, and inspiring.” The
Studio Museum in Harlem
purchased one, and so did the
Princeton University Art Museum.
Helene Winer, co-owner of the bluechip Chelsea gallery Metro Pictures,
bought one for her personal
collection.
Elizabeth and I are having lunch at
Maison Harlem, around the corner
from the light-filled
apartment she bought soon after she
moved to New York. “She surprised
all of us by just announcing one day
that she’d done it,” says Long, who
became Elizabeth’s manager last
year. (The artist prefers this
arrangement to having a gallery.)
She’s never been married and
doesn’t currently have a boyfriend. “I
would love to have someone in my
life, but I might be picky,” she says,
laughing. “And it’s a little late to go
down the aisle in a white dress,
right?” She likes to cook her
mother’s boeuf bourguignon for her
friends, mostly artists, at her
apartment. On Saturday mornings,
she does kung fu (“I’m awful at it”),
and she goes to the gym three or
four times a week. But most of the
time, she’s in her studio. In April, she
premiered her first film, a two-minute

short for the Metropolitan Opera on
“Cinderella,” starring the South
Sudanese model Grace Bol. She
finished Spring, the last of her
Seasons, and all four paintings are
currently on view, along with period
portraits of Drexel and Rovensky
women, in The Elms, a mansion now
owned by the Preservation Society
of Newport County in Rhode Island.
As if this weren’t enough, she has
started making drawings for a
graphic novel based on Stephanie
St. Clair, a flamboyant Martiniquaise
who arrived in Harlem around the
1920s and became the boss of a
highly successful numbers racket
—“almost like a Mafia,” she tells me.
“She was not afraid of anybody, and
she had no problem having people
killed. She fell in love very late in life
with an absurd black man who was
anti-Semitic and cheated on her.
She tried to kill him and ended up in
jail. But she got out and died very
wealthy.”
A graphic novel is another form of
storytelling, but, as Elizabeth says,
“painting is my thing, definitely.”
She’s at work on a new series—this
one on the theme of leisure. There
will be black women wearing
beautiful gowns in elite settings,
enjoying themselves, not just there
to serve or carry in the flowers. “I’ve
started sketching some ideas for an
equestrian hunting scene, based on
Reynolds or Gainsborough,” she
says. The final painting will be a
huge still life with no people, black or
white, spanning five canvases and
called A Seat at the Table. “Dinner is
part of leisure—it represents endless

hours spent feasting on
extraordinary food.” Everyone’s
invited to sit at this table of earthly
delights. “Beauty is democratic,” she
tells me. “It shouldn’t be a privilege
to enjoy beauty.”

you and you learn from it.”

Art exhibit at The
Elms explores
what life could
have been like for
black women
By Sean Flynn
June 28, 2018

NEWPORT

— White women of
means from the Gilded Age are
portrayed permanently in life- sized
portraits on the walls of The Elms
sitting room, women like Alice Drexel
in a white lace dress or Mae
Rovensky in a blue draped evening
gown.
Now, they are joined temporarily by
four black women in similarly
elaborate dresses portrayed in lifesized portraits in luxurious settings.
The portraits were painted in
classical style by Elizabeth Colomba

“This was not a narrative these
women were associated with,” said
Colomba, a New York-based artist
who grew up in Paris. “But this is the
life they could have had without
slavery and colonialism.”
John Baldessari, a noted conceptual
artist, once said the average amount
of time a person looks at an artwork
is about seven seconds.
“That is not true of Elizabeth’s
paintings,” exhibit curator Dodie
Kazanjian said. “Her work confronts

Artist Elizabeth Colomba displays two of the four life-sized oil-on-canvas portraits being
displayed at The Elms mansion as part of the Art & Newport exhibit. The paintings represent
‘Fall’ and ‘Winter.’ Credit: Dave Hansen, Staff Photographer

Kazanjian is co-curating the exhibit
with Ashley Householder, curator of
exhibitions for the Preservation
Society of Newport County, which
owns The Elms mansion.

said. “These paintings are doing a
job here. They are extraordinary
images.”
“We’re delighted Dodie approached

People who tour this grand home
are immersed in the lifestyle and the
furnishings of Edward Julius and
Sarah Berwind, who lived in New
York City but spent their summers at
The Elms, a 68,000-square-foot, 48room mansion on Bellevue Avenue.
Berwind was the founder and head
of the Berwind-White Coal Mining
Co. from 1886 until 1930 and ran
coalmines in western Pennsylvania.
The portraits created by Colomba
are about the same size as the
permanent portraits on the walls. “It
happened by total chance,” she said.
“It’s crazy, but it was meant to be.”
“These ladies could have had teas
together, but black women were not
seen in these settings in that time
period,” Colomba said. “Leisure was
denied them.”
“It’s important for Elizabeth’s
portraits to be in a house like this
because of the conversation, but
also the confrontation,” Kazanjian

Artist Elizabeth Colomba displays two of the
four life-sized oil-on-canvas portraits being
displayed at The Elms mansion as part of the
Art & Newport exhibit. The paintings
represent ‘Spring’ and ‘Summer.’ Credit:
Dave Hansen, Staff Photographer

New York artist Elizabeth Colomba and Art &
Newport founder Dodie Kazanjian pose at The Elms
with four of Colomba’s life-size oil paintings,
‘Spring, ‘Summer,’ ‘Winter,’ and ‘Fall.’
Credit: Dave Hansen, Staff Photographer

works with Colomba and was with her at The Elms this week.

us about showing the exhibit here,” Householder said. “It makes so
much sense to have it here at The Elms.”
The four portraits are entitled “Four Seasons” and were created
between 2012 and 2016 as an allegory of womanhood. The woman
from spring is in an English garden, the woman from winter in a cozy
room with a fireplace and the women in summer and fall are in
seasonal settings as well.
Colomba received her classical art training at the Estienne School and
later studied at the Ecole Beaux Arts, both in Paris. Her paintings have
references to the Old Masters.
For example, the background of the spring portrait is a nod to British
artists Thomas Gainsborough and Sir Joshua Reynolds from the
1700s, she said.
“These may be 17th- or 18th-century settings, but they are not from a
definite time period,” said Monique Long, a New York curator who
works with Colomba and was with her at The Elms this week.
Long last October approached Kazanjian, who is founding director of

Long last October approached Kazanjian, who is founding director of
Gallery Met, the contemporary art space at the Metropolitan Opera in
New York City, about doing a Colomba exhibit.
Her exhibit opened Tuesday and will remain at The Elms until Sept. 23.
Visitors view the paintings during their tour of the mansion with regular
admission.
Kazanjian last year founded Art & Newport, which features art exhibits
at different venues in Newport during the summers. She plans to make
it an annual event. Kazanjian, who now lives in New York, was born
and raised in Newport and has covered the art world for Vogue since
1989.
She is curating a current exhibition of New York artist Shara Hughes’
paintings titled “Sun Salutations” at the Cushing Gallery of the Newport
Museum. That exhibit runs until Sept. 3.
Hughes’ work was featured in the 2017 Whitney Biennial in New York,
where her vivid and fantastical landscape paintings earned the artist
great acclaim, Kazanjian said.
This summer’s season for Art & Newport is not over yet as far as
exhibits and venues. “More to come,” said Kazanjian.

Tour an Artist’s LightFilled Parisian-Style
Studio in Harlem
ART AND DESIGN 2016
By Sarah Trigg
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Columba at work in her partially-renovated studio.
Photo: Stephen Kent Johnson

“The first thing I wanted was more

discovered the beams through an

light,” says painter Elizabeth Colomba.

accidental hole made while tearing

She’s discussing the renovation (that’s

down the corner closet for the room to

still under way) of her 600-square-foot

take cleaner shape. This decision also

West Harlem apartment’s second

unblocked the sunlight streaming

bedroom into an art studio. Paris born

through her studio’s only window.

and raised and of Martinican descent,

Colomba’s design choices restage, in

Colomba found the fifth-floor prewar

life size, the compressed pictorial spaces

apartment in 2013 after living in Los

of her oil portraiture — mostly of

Angeles for eight years as a storyboard

solitary women (real and fictive) in

artist. She recalls the day she bought it:

domestic interiors loaded with

“This place was atrocious. My parents

Afrocentric references and mythology.

came here to see it, and my father was

With a traditional easel at her studio’s

concerned, saying I don’t think you

center, Colomba cites the Old Masters

should buy this apartment.” She went

as inspiration: “My favorite museum is

through with it, and with the help of her

the Louvre — all those classical

trusted interior designer Juan Luna, she

paintings and the mastery of it brought

pried up layers of plywood, linoleum,

me to painting.” And of her decision to

and dried paint to uncover the now

move to New York: “It’s a return home,

pristine wood flooring.

really. New York — it’s more like

As for the studio’s ceiling, Colomba

Paris.”

Photo: Stephen Kent Johnson

The Ceiling

The Studio

The Mirror

In the evening, hidden lights illuminate the

Colomba replaced her studio wall with

Near the studio’s entrance a mirror brightens

exposed beams overhead. Installed just below

interior windows, similar to those in her

the corner with reflected light — doubling as

the ceiling to allow for more floor space, a shelf

paintings, allowing sunlight to diffuse into

a second window. “I did the aging effect, but

circles the room awaiting Colomba’s art-book

the entrance hallway that runs along the

then instead of putting a regular frame on it,

library — accessible by a ladder that she’s in

studio’s perimeter

my designer wanted to use the back of my

the process of customizing with metal hooks.

canvas,” says Colomba of the wood stretcher
bars.

Colomba’s painting
apron dappled with her
richly-hued palette.

Photo: Stephen Kent Johnson

Her
Painting
Apron

The
Black
Vermeer

By Kalia Brooks

From Martinique descent, born and raised in France, Elizabeth
Colomba is a representational artist living in New York City. After
receiving her degree in applied arts in Paris, she continued her studies
while intensively developing her own style. Upon graduating from
college, and trying out her skills in storyboard advertising, she moved
to Los Angeles to pursue painting while working on feature films.
Her aesthetic draws inspiration from Old masters and refers to
mythological, allegorical narratives, providing fictionalized
documentary records. Depicting stories featuring black characters, are
rising a complex issue about what it means for people to define
themselves through images and the impact it has on one’s psyche. It
implies a pre- contemporary creation, an egalitarian existence, an
honoring presence in a story where the black body was painfully
absent from.
Nicknamed the black Vermeer, she generates a space for her subjects
to inhabit the re-writing of their history, in that sense, she analyses the
construction of identity and tangled interrelationship between past,
present in our collective identity today.
Kalia Brooks is a New York based independent curator and writer.
Brooks is currently an Adjunct Professor in the Department of
Photography and Imaging at New York University’s Tisch School of
the Arts. Brooks is also a PhD Candidate in Aesthetics and Art Theory
at the Institute for Doctoral Studies in the Visual Arts. She received her
M.A. in Curatorial Practice from the California College of the Arts in
2006, and was a Helena Rubinstein Fellow in Critical Studies at the
Whitney Independent Study Program 2007/2008. Her recent curatorial
projects include Art in Odd Places, Windows on the City at Gracie
Mansion Conservancy, Jamaica Flux: Workspaces & Windows 2016 at

Jamaica Center for Arts and Learning, and the Philly Block Project at
Philadelphia Photo Arts Center.
Kalia Brooks: How is the theme of "roots" relevant to your work as an
artist?
Elizabeth Colomba: Roots... The majority of Blacks, who are not in
Africa, share a background story of being uprooted and being forced to
grow those roots elsewhere. The paintings that I create are an
amalgamation of the old and new roots as well as a personal reflection
of my place in the world. I do come from two very rich cultures (French
and Caribbean) allowing me to extract elements from each, and create
pieces inspired and reflective of these two influences. What I take from
my French background is the use of painterly methods and
techniques, the language, the fashion, the depiction of historical and
literary figures while depicting the central character as Black.
My parents are from Martinique. They moved to France, where I was
born, so my paintings reflect a confluence of histories: Black diasporic,
French European and Caribbean. I use these histories to create a new
language for my work. There is this certainly a double-consciouness
that allows me to belong in all these worlds. I embrace different
cultural identities, both strong and present in my life and seemingly
inextricable. I believe these worlds are walking side by side in my
paintings, sometimes brushing against each other and sometimes, for
a brief moment, embracing.
In a way, I feel my paintings are creating roots for me, and others like
me, in history of Western visual culture. Sometimes I use myself, a
family member or a friend as models to make the idea of belonging
even more potent. It’s not so much about inserting Black into an
existing piece of Western art as it is about generating a space to tell a
different tale. My paintings are an imaginative attempt to reconcile
through images a painful past, steeped in slavery and colonialism, and
show an alternative vision of how we coexist today.
KB: What is your particular contribution to the visual language of
painting, and why is it important?
EC: I like to either show the anticipation or aftermath of a scene in
Western mythology. Even though it makes it difficult to identify the
subject matter, it’s a way for me to appropriate the story, and
encourage the viewer to linger and question what she sees. For

example, the painting of Mary In the Hall (2008) is a representation of
the Virgin Mary. Traditionally she is depicted wearing red and blue
attire, sporting a veil on her hair and a prominent halo. I chose to show
her just before the annunciation, as a teenage girl, on her way to read
a book and enjoy some cherries. It’s that moment before her life
changes forever, thereby holding a moment that has not-yet happened
and not-yet passed. So, now, how are you supposed to identify her as
Mary? Well, I was lucky to have an art education in Paris, surrounded
by countless works of arts, studying their stories, architectures,
craftsmanship, and iconography. You are taught how to decipher the

meaning of a piece by taking in each of the elements. For example a
poppy is more than a flower, it’s a symbol of Christ, or blue symbolizes
God like qualities, etc. Every artwork is more than what means the
eyes, the story is symbolized in front of you, if you have the patience
to decipher it.
To become the leader of your own destiny, you have to be able to see
yourself represented visually. It’s an acknowledgment of your
importance and your active participation in building a History, a
country, a past. As you peruse through a national museum, very rarely
would one stumble on Black representation and if you do it will be
secondary to the narrative of the image. The inequity is blatant and
reflective of our status in Western visual culture at the time. That’s
when I realized the erasure of the Other in art (and I am part of the
“Other”), and that invisibility inspired me to re-configure Western
myths, religious iconography and folklore by pigmenting them, rewriting them with black ink. I do this to re-open the areas in our psyche
that have been conditioned to label and suppress the Other, and be
able to construct new identities.
KB: What is the consistent theme, idea or motif that you continue to
return to in your painting?
EC: The consistent theme is my depiction of stories featuring Black
characters, and raising complex issues about what it means for people
to define themselves through images and the impact it has on one’s
psyche. I do this by re-defining the beauty canon as a constant in my
work in order to develop a new mastery. By that I mean the
importance of introducing new elements that reference a particular
time period, fictionalized or not. When I refer to historical figures, for
example, I paint them in a glorious light, introducing techniques that
emulate old masters, like Vermeer, Da Vinci, Ingres, Jacques Louis
David. The unexpected combination of old master techniques coupled
with the juxtaposition of the black body sporting superb attires, ”living"
in ostentatious interiors, puzzles the viewer.
KB: Are you intentionally creating this confusion for the viewer? If so,
why?
EC: Absolutely. It stimulates an internal dialog as per why there is “a

confusion,” why marrying the two worlds could be an uncomfortable or
a welcomed experience. It is not a visual context that the black body is
typically seen in. My paintings are created to re-shape not only how
Black people have been conditioned to exist in images, but also how
Black people have been conditioned to reflect upon themselves
through the apprehension of images.
KB: How, in your opinion, is the black body traditionally seen within
painting?
EC: Standard representations of Blacks in European art typically show
us as colorful ornaments to a portrait or a scene, we can also refer to
figures in orientalist paintings, done more from a patronizing, Western,
Imperial outlook. By steeping my technique into the “old world,”
through the means of Greek and Roman mythologies, as well as
allegories which were traditional subject matters in the Western world
chosen in a way to defined what was beauty. Aesthetics plays an
important role in my work, as I like to think that beauty should be
devoid of prejudice, and transcend skin color. It allows portraiture to
become a political space. Being a Black woman, I naturally gravitate
towards black female subjects. It’s important for me to create a
representation of Black women, which deviates from the expected
roles of servants or the hyper-exoticized perception typical in Western
visual culture. My aesthetic is a vessel to raise questions about class,
race and gender as defining aspects in a society in which Blacks are
to be included in the abstract ideals of freedom and equality.
KB: So how do the abstract ideals of freedom and equality relate to
beauty and also to the storytelling of history that you spoke about
before?
EC: In an ideal world, the standard of beauty is represented without
prejudice. If we want this world to exist, we have to start visualizing
that new story through images.
KB: Describe how you want to be perceived as an artist? How is that
perception related to where you come from, where you are now and
how you envision your future?
EC: To heal the present you have to take care of the past. The artistry
of translating the visual quality of skin on canvas holds an important

place in my practice. It's a way for Black historical figures to regain
their prestige in history. In the past, and certainly in the French
tradition, history painting was considered a masculine enterprise.
History painting, in the broader sense, includes depictions of moments
in religious narratives, as well as narrative scenes from mythology,
and also allegorical scenes. If you look at the artwork through out the
centuries by artists like, Poussin, Jacques Louis David, Ingres, they
were men whose artistry was not confined by their gender. There used
to be a hierarchy in painterly representation, and it went like this:
lowest on the pyramid of greatness was still lifes, then landscape, then
animals, then portraiture, then a human figure being able to convey a
story, and the top of it all was having the dexterity to paint multiple
human figures able to convey a story! Therefore, in the patriarchal
society, men decided women could go as far as making portraiture in
terms of being recognized for their art. When you think about it, one of
the most famous female, French Neoclassical painters is Elisabeth
Louis Vigee Lebrun. Despite her virtuosity, the majority of her work is
portraiture and landscape.

There is a certain nobility in being immortalized with this medium. One
of the first gestures, when one
is elected president, is to have your portrait painted: it fixes you in
time. And while I'm on the subject of time, the opulence implied for the
subject to have time to pose, being able to afford the time it will take to
be immortalized on a support, which also will pass the test of time,
enhances the uniqueness of the process. Time is a luxury that was
rarely associated with black bodies in history.
For example, these days, I’m experimenting with gold leaf. Its delicate
nature married with oil creates a new challenge and results I’m happy
with. The idea of associating gold matter with black bodies,
emphasizes the idea of grandeur, but also pushes me to think about
media as a way to shift a perceptual paradigm in which Black people
are part of a different visual landscape.

The goal of history painting was to teach, lead, instill virtue, and
capture glory. There are many historical figures that aren’t taught in
schools to a large extent that made great accomplishments and
contributions to American history. While a few are drawn by their
contemporaries, other noble Black historical figures aren’t documented
in paint. For example, Frederick Douglass emerged at the dawn of
photography in the mid nineteenth century and subsequently was
documented as a kind of icon or prototype of celebrity, but there is no
painting of him. Painting, in my opinion, anchors figures like Douglass
who are lost to history through this visual tradition. Incredible people
such as Matilda Sissieretta Joyner Jones who became the first
African-American to sing at the Carnegie Hall in New York in1892;
Biddy Mason, was as a nurse, entrepreneur, one of the first AfricanAmericans to purchase land in Los Angeles and amassed a small

KB: What have you learned about yourself through painting, and is this
the same opportunity that you want to give to the viewer?

fortune; Phillis Wheatley was the first published AfricanAmerican female poet. I have painted all of them, and more
who I have not named here deserve to have their glory captured
in painting!

I'm interested in exploring different illustrative media, perhaps a
graphic novel, to continue shedding light on the legacy of black
pioneers.

EC: In my still lifes, I place different elements of my background. They
are essentially exotic fruits treated as portraits or central characters. I
also refer to a certain type of fabric, the madras, which became a part
of Caribbean culture. A piece like Armelle (1997) features my cousin,
and makes a bridge between many worlds: I refer to John Singer
Sargent and Winslow Homer, two American painters, the Caribbean,
my cousin being from there, and the European décor inspired by
Dutch paintings. Because of the nature of my work, I have to dive into
the past through research and assimilate information that I would
never have discovered if my subject matter was different. I’ve learned
that I am a storyteller and I love to express my stories visually. I’ve
learned about unsung heroes, and wish to assert their importance as
heroes in painting, for me and for everyone.

‘Recently, I saw Elizabeth
Colomba’s work at the Long
Gallery in Harlem,’The Moon is
My Only Luxury
Contributor
Art & Culture Writer & Adviser: Talking all things artful

Painter Makes
Beautiful Past for
Black Women
06/22/2016 07:32 pm ET Updated Jun 23, 2016

It was not only beautiful, but
highly emotional, as black women
are often portrayed in a limited
context with a restricted history;
this artwork enlarges their cultural
equation by quantum leaps. The
response was arresting as
Colomba explained. “Women
walked into the gallery and cried.
It changed so much for them, it
lifted their hearts.” The very
excellent curator Monique Long
states that “Colomba’s portraits of
women, featuring oil paintings,
watercolors, and drawings from
1997 to the present, draw upon
American history, mythology,
religious symbols, and the sacred
feminine mystic to create an
aesthetic vocabulary that
distinguishes her work within the
canon of black mastery and
history painting.”
When she could only find two
books in her local library with
pictures of women that exempli
ed her own likeness, it stirred
something up in her soul, thus
giving rise to her painters’ voice
and direction as an artist.

Image courtesy of
Elizabeth Columba.
The Ants, 2011, 24 x 18 in

In Colomba’s “Sempre
Libera” (Italian for “always free”)
she portrays Matilda Sissieretta
Jones, a splendid opera singer
with bravura to spare. Colomba
paints her with spot-on ecstasy

as she receives accolades, and
resounding curtain calls during
the late 1800s at Carnegie Hall.
The title of the painting is taken
from the aria in La Traviata sung
by the character of Violetta. In
rich warm tones Colomba
animates Jones, raising her
arms, holding her shawl up in her
hands as though she is a super
hero; with cape aloft and eyes
closed as she is “heard” as a star
graced with impeccable ability,
vibrant and majestic.
My absolute favorite is ‘The Ants,’
The color, balance, and character
of this work is exquisite, opulent
and rich with a beautiful pregnant
woman in an abundant striking
mustard colored gown with
Autumn colored accents, walking
across the oor as she might in a
fairytale, depicting a life of
indolence and luxury.
In Delilah, Colomba presents the
biblical character luxuriant in bed,
in the darkness, giving way to
light, or possibly the other way
around. Though her face is unde
ned, her environment is not, she
lays erotically in wait for Samson
with scissors resting on a table,
not far from her grip; the bed
decked with sumptuous red
velvet curtains, in the background
a richly hued, earthy Middle
Eastern carpet highlights her
deep dark skin.
Daphne speaks to the Greek

mythological gure who was loath
to accept the love of Apollo and
though she begged her father the
river god, Ladon, for help, he
rebuked her by turning her into a
Laurel tree. Colomba portrays her
right before the transformation.
I am white, and I too felt
emotional, as I thought of all the
amazing black women in the
world and how if history had been
kinder, what that would have
meant to them. Would their lives
have been differ- ent? As a
friend, sister, and witness to the
individuality of black women and
to the collective pantheon of the
African American feminine, this
survey of “another kind of life”,
embraces and embellishes the
identity of Black women. The
wounds which lie beneath their
psyche for being categorized as
one thing or another might have
been circulated under a different
moniker than slavery & the
subsequent cultural experience of
nanny or housekeeper — until
the scope of resolve to expand
took over, offer- ing a larger
landscape during the past few
decades, and continues on a vast
course of international
recognition which cannot be
halted or ignored.
Since the past is prologue, I invite
you to think about that for a
moment and allow Elizabeth
Colomba to take you to another
place and time. It is a wonderful
journey.

Bio: Elizabeth Colomba is from
France, of Martinican descent,
and lives and works in New York
City. Born and raised in Épinaysur-Seine, she received a degree
in applied art from the Estienne
School of Art, and also studied at
École nationale supérieure des
Beaux-Arts, Paris. Her work has
been exhibited at the California
African American Museum, Los
Angeles; the Balthus Grand
Chalet, Swit- zerland; the
International Biennial of
Contemporary Art (BIAC),
Martinique, and Fondazione
Biagiott Progetto Arte, Florence

Image Courtesy
Elizabeth Colomba
Daphne, 2015.
36 x 24 in

THE BLACK WOMEN
THAT ART HISTORY
By Ayana V. Jackson
FORGOT May 03, 2016
Artist Ayana V. Jackson
interviews fellow artist
Elizabeth Colomba and NYbased curator Monique Long
ahead of Colomba’s
upcoming exhibition, The
Moon is my only luxury
opening May 3 at Long
Gallery Harlem.

Mary in the Hall

The Portrait
Ayana V Jackson: When looking at
Elizabeth’s work one is
immediately struck by its beauty
but as you peel back the layers and
begin to read the work other themes
emerge. Can you speak a bit to this?
Monique: In presenting gorgeous
figurative paintings, there is the
possibility that they will be
perceived as simply beautiful. I find
this interesting because it doesn’t
necessarily happen in other
mediums. For example, you can
listen to a song by Nina Simone and
appreciate the beauty of her
composition, melody and voice but
also recognise the complexity – her
form of activism. Work like
Elizabeth’s can be deceptively
simple. The viewer is first drawn in
by the lush canvas and then you

Elizabeth’s can be deceptively
simple. The viewer is first drawn in
by the lush canvas and then you
might see all these ideas she’s
proposing. Beauty and politics or
beauty and activism are not
traditionally synonymous but they
can co-exist.
Elizabeth:
As I think about this question, I
wonder when they began to oppose
each other. Obviously art was about
beauty for a while. And then people
began to move away from that and
decided that art was not about
beauty any more. You had to go
further, you had to go with the
sublime, or the idea of finding
beauty in horror. I wonder when it
started to separate instead of being
hand in hand.

M:
It is a question I am interested in. In
thinking about the politics of
blackness, which I believe
Elizabeth is also tackling, the
academic Joan Morgan coined the
term ‘the liberation ethic’, where an
artist or any kind of creative person
is held to a standard and rules of
presenting their work in a certain
way. [The perception is] If you are
not working as an activist in an
obvious or traditional way, it is not
important.
A: You mentioned challenging or
revisiting the canon. How do you
feel Elizabeth is doing that and
what do you consider to be the
importance of such an action.
M:
I want to propose a conversation

about what black mastery is
within this larger idea of the
canon, an art historical narrative.
E:
Do I reconfigure the canon? I
don’t know if I reconfigure the
canon, but I like the idea
definitely, because I think that
there is beauty in many things, in
the entire human race.
One must find another way to
include every human being in
beauty – which is detached from
the physical or a skin colour or
hair colour or even hair texture. I
think that is how I would define
what I’m doing. Finding a new
concept, a new visual expression.
A: So is your work political?

Delilah

The Cup

E:
Hopefully it is. I would say all good
art is political or should be!
A: What is the role of historical
narratives in your work? Why
women?
E:
I like the idea of placing black
characters, black figures into
history. Historically, before there
was photography it was only
through painting and illustrations
people could be represented. And
we are hardly there at all. I
remember when I was a young girl
I loved going to the library.
Specifically I loved the art section.

It was beautiful. Once I was
looking through the section on
classical arts and found two
volumes called Black Figures in
History. A collection of all the
black figures you could find in
classical paintings from the
beginning of time to today. There
were only two volumes. In an entire
library filled with books about art,
only two books included black
people. It ticked me off. So I think
that’s where I got, not the idea, but
the impulse to do more and attempt
to recreate the history, that was
forgotten or not presented. I want to
change people’s minds by visually
introducing black people in
historical context.

A: What is it about women
specifically that interests you. What
strikes you about their narratives?
E:
Being female, I’m naturally more
inclined to present women. My
mother was a huge influence on my
life but also I am interested in the
struggle of women in general.
Throughout history, women have
supportive roles, seldom the lead,
even if they were key players.
We talk easily about men being
heroes, however women do not get
equal praise and are hardly
represented that way. So I never
questioned it. It just came naturally.
A: Can you tell us a bit about your

your process, research and your
materials?
E:
Regarding the research, thank
God for the internet. I research a
lot. I usually start with an idea.
Whether it’s historical or about
mythology. And I dig a lot of
info around iconography,
symbolism, and the meaning of
objects, colour, animals, plants
and so on.
I am fascinated with how in art
history you can analyse a
painting and discover attributes.
Objects and colours are their
own language. They can tell you
things beyond the superficial

you tell us about that? Your
curatorial focus for it and perhaps
we can end with a work that really
speaks to you, and that represents
where Elizabeth is at this moment.
M:
Sure. The name of the exhibition is
The Moon is my only luxury. I
wanted the title to be poetic and
beautiful like the settings in which
she places her subjects. The moon
is a feminine trope and these
references are very present in her
work. There will be twenty works,
drawings, oil paintings, and
watercolors so it is a survey show,
spanning 1997 – 2016.

Daphne
representation.
An apple, or a woman caressing a
dog is not simply an apple or a dog;
it means something. Even in the
still lifes of Dutch Masters, a fly
means something, a butterfly means
something, the fact that this tulip is
there, and it’s faded or the presence
of the moon... everything has its
own language.
That’s what I love about painting.
It’s a language within itself. If you
study it you can discover so many
things. Classical art is so rich. And
it is so sad that we are losing this.
So I have chosen this way of
speaking.
A: Monique, you are preparing an
exhibition of Elizabeth’s work. Can

We are focusing on her portraiture,
specifically her portraits of women.
The newest works are still lifes in
the show. It opens May 3 and there
will be an artist’s talk scheduled
during the course of the exhibition.
A: What works do you come back
to?
E: It’s always about the next one. I
have many favourites. Some works
that I don’t own anymore. When I
look at them on the internet, I’m
like oh... this one was good. But I
don’t know if it’s because of
nostalgia or if it’s because of the
quality of it. Now I am working a
lot with gold leaf so I like the idea
of working with something else.
Another material than oil painting.
So it’s very interesting. It is also
really challenging because I am not
a master at gold leafing so

sometimes it is a bit difficult.
A: Please tell us about the
pineapple.
E:
The pineapple... well I want to do a
series of still lifes about
commodities including coconuts
and sugarcane. It is about
everything that is traded between
the West Indies and other countries
and how we exploit these things to
make money, regardless of the
people who are also being
exploited. How a simple fruit or a
simple thing can really be the desire
and demise of a whole population.
At the same time the pineapple was
a symbol of luxury, a symbol of
wealth, because it was a miracle
fruit. The first fascination was with
the shape of it, the idea that you can
eat such a thing. So for many it
really was a real miracle. People
were loaning each other pineapples
for display. And not eating them
because they were so expensive.
Just to show their wealth. Later it
would be sculpted on buildings and
made into ornaments.

going to call them ‘the masters’
and the people from there.
Everyone is technically from there
when you consider the time we
have all been there, but the
descendants of the people who
owned the plantations are still
owners and their presence as a
group is felt.
So there is still a weird energy. It is
still very present. I think these new
works speak to that. It makes us
understand that we are still in a way
in the same dilemma.

M:
For me... I love the small works.
Daphne is the signature image
for the show. I believe it
showcases her technical ability
beautifully. The way she is able

It interests me how there are two
sides. On one hand you have the
people who are cultivating it and
get nothing from it, and on the other
hand it is a commodity and the
ultimate symbol of luxury.
My parents are from Martinique, so
when I go to the island, I still feel
this weird relationship between, I’m

1492

to master watercolour to the point
where you aren’t sure what the
medium is. It could be oil for
instance. It showcases many of the
things that Elizabeth is wonderful
at. For instance her rendering of
fabric in the tradition of Old
Masters and still life work within
the work.
A: Can you tell us about 1492?
E:
It symbolises, of course,
Christopher Columbus descending
upon the Americas and how
something can come out of
nowhere and splatter you and stain
you forever.
A: Like flour on a black dress.
E:
Not only on a black dress, but a silk
dress. It’s a precious material and
you know it’s not going to be easy
to take out. I think it’s just a
meditation on how these events
really changed the face of the
world.
M:
[1492] can be perceived as
abbreviation for imperialism; it
connotes ideas of exploration and

Armelle

abbreviation for imperialism; it
connotes ideas of exploration and
the oppression of people.
E:
And just having this woman in a
beautiful gown handling a bowl of
flour. The modernity of it and how
it changed history. Eventually
changed everything. Like a woman
who is just handling flour to make
some cake and spills it.

Ayana Evans & Zina Saro-Wiwa, ‘Parasol’, 2016 (video still).
Image courtesy of the artists and Tiwani Contemporary

STRANGE
FRUIT: ‘THE
PINEAPPLE
SHOW’

Tiwani Contemporary is
hosting a collective show with
an exotic fruit as its thematic
fulcrum. Curated by Zina SaroWiwa of the Boys’ Quarters
Project Space (Saro-Wiwa’s
gallery based in Port Harcourt,
Nigeria, since 2014), the
exhibition draws together a
group of artists working out of
Nigeria, the UK and the United
States, who have produced
artworks that “explore the
semiotics of the pineapple
fruit.” Arman Koushyar
reviews the show for IAM.

‘The Pineapple Show’ (running from 9 July – 13 August 2016) is the
strange story of an atypical protagonist, the pineapple, which is not
allowed to express its own desires. It is used as a vehicle to project
human consciousness and history, from the inane to the downright
absurd.
Thus, the pineapple is as beloved as it is manhandled and this
polysemy is challenged by curator, Zina Saro-Wiwa, in order to
contest or to renew former narratives; narratives more European,
more western, more imperialist, narratives that are not surprising
when we recall the archetype of the banana.
Located at the source of French colonial iconography, the banana

became the ultimate symbol of exoticism. Representing native
fantasy, a dream of a different world, of a primitive state of being,
the banana came to designate the overall primitivisation of the
African population. In contemporary visual culture, the banana, like
the pineapple, symbolises all this past absurdity – from the use of
Senegalese sharpshooter in the advertisements for famous French
brand, Banania, to Josephine Baker and her banana dance.
For ‘The Pineapple Show,’ ten artists have gathered together for a
one-room exhibition and provide a re-enactment of the pineapple’s
history using a diverse range of media – painting, drawing,
sculpture, video, sound, photography, performance and fiction. The
pineapple is ultimately an object that is manipulated according to
the viewer, denoting the artist’s intentions. It is sometimes
sensitive, perhaps sensual, and occasionally it is the victim of
violence or slavery. But it also can be a source of inspiration,
evoking many formal creations and this is what the exhibition seeks
to attest. Even if there is an obscure background to these kinds of
traumatised issues, there is – above all – a human echo. Exoticism
no longer seems to exist; the pineapple is exorcised.
The artists who participated in the show include Elizabeth Colomba
(Martinique/USA), Ian Deleón (USA/Brazil/Cuba), Ayana Evans

Elizabeth Colomba, Through the Heart, 2016. Watercolour, 26.7 x
26.7cm. Image courtesy of the artist and Tiwani Contemporary

(USA), Jowhor Ile (Nigeria), Odili Donald Odita (USA/Nigeria),
Perrin Oglafa (Nigeria), Temitayo Ogunbiyi (Nigeria), Zina SaroWiwa (Nigeria/ USA/UK), Johnson Uwadinma (Nigeria) and Arlene
Wandera (Kenya/UK)

